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On This Day 31 A.D.

1976 - apple
computer is
formed by steve
Jobs and steve
wozniak.

april fools day
From Jackass to
Punk’d to...The
collegian?
The Collegian goeS THe way of THe dodo.

david Šuto
some dude

The public is invited this Saturday at 4:00 pm to Muller Hall for cake and burritos as we look back and
remember 89 years worth of memories.
Goodwell, Oklahoma — We’ve done it.
We’ve perfected The Collegian.
So like Barry Sanders (talking about his
individual performance; the Lions sucked...
just not as bad as now, but still...) we’re
going out on top.
Thanks to all the kind comments, and an
email filter that collects and automatically
deletes all the negative comments, we’ve
come to the conclusion there’s nowhere
to go but down. And that just doesn’t sit
well with us.
Call us crazy, but the cracks have already
begun to show in this issue. Just look
around. What’s that crap on page 3?
Today is April Fools’. The paper should
be brimming with hilarity. Instead, well,
seriously, don’t read anything on page 3.
Except the nurse thing.That’s legitimate.
The rest is exceptionally stupid; very lame.
So don’t complain if you choose to read
it. I gave you fair warning. One year ago, I
began plotting what this April Fools’ issue
may contain. I, at one point ,had some

clever ideas. Obviously, I forgot to write
those down.
Anyway, it wouldn’t be entirely honest
to disinclude the little fact about the university cutting our funding. Apparently fibbing on our paper work, ordering in daily
takeout and outfitting the office with LCD
bigscreens on the school’s dime is “a criminal offense” and “unethical.” Okay, maybe
so. But how will I afford my weekend airfare? And what’s the boss
lady to do about her spa
treatments? Is this not
America?
So, okay, budgetary concerns may have swayed
our decision somewhat,
but it was mostly the
whole being awesome
thing. Don’t think anyone
can refute that.
To celebrate our demise
going away, we invite the
public to Muller Hall (the

co m m u n i c a -tions building) this Saturday at 4:00 pm to enjoy a display featuring samples of The Collegian’s best work
over the last 89 years. We’ll be serving cake
and burritos. Special guests in attendance
include Dr. Bryant, Barry Sanders (not the
football player, the mailman), Elie Wiesel,
Ruth Bader Ginsberg, and Scott Mosier.
Also, be sure to enter the raffle for our two
week vacation pacakage to Belgium!

inside

all snowed out.
Maybe.
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word’s out and we’re
letting you know. It is
april first which gives us
all another day to tell our
parents that we’re pregnant
or that we’re dropping
out of school. where does
that leave the student
publication of oPSU? See if
you can find out...
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Speaking in a metaphorical
sense here. Not an actual life,
but life as in “life of the party.”
you know: fun. Look, it’s a joke.
everyone is okay. we think.
»continued pg. 3
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stephen skacall
staff writer

with 71% of voters coming to the same concencus, South carolina has decided to dissassociate from
the USa.

A W o r t h y C A u s e Al t Atetuer
i

The OPSU American Government
Service Learning Project needs your help!
In an effort to engage students in
civic responsibility and collaborate on
community problems, students from the
American Government Service Learning
Project are asking students for help funding
this semester’s service project. The group
needs donations in order to fund recycling
bins for use around the OPSU campus.
These recycling bins will be used for
recycling paper which will be transported
from campus to a recycling center in
Stratford. The group hopes to purchase
enough bins to supply each professor
interested in participating with a bin for
his/her office. If funding allows, the group
also hopes to purchase public bins for the
campus as well as the individual bins for
professors.
If you are able and would like to donate
to this cause please contact Brent Burgess
at bburgess@opsu.edu, or speak to Christy
Burke, Ben Abogonz, or Ty McBride.

Don’t think recycling paper
information from
www.bringrecycling.org

i would take me and my
friends to lincoln, nebraska
in an oPsu van and we
would all wave orange flags.

randi Jones
staff writer

Americ
mericAAns throw AwAy the equiv
equivAAlent of more th
thAAn 30 million trees in
newsprint eAch ye
yeAAr.
Americ
mericAAns disc
discAArd 4 million tons of office pAper every yeAr. thAt ‘s enough to
build A 12 foot-high wAll of pAper from new york to cAliforni
liforniAA.
Recycling half the wo
woRRld’s pape
papeRR would fRee 20 million ac
acRRes of fo
foRRest land.
Recycling one stack of newspape
newspapeRRs about six feet tall saves the life of one tRee
35 feet tall.
Recycling app
appRRoximately one ton saves 17 tRees.
If you stacked up all the paper an average amer
merIIcan uses In a year, the pIles
would be as tall as a two-story house.
If you and your fam
famIIly recycled a ton of wr
wrIItIng paper, you would save as much as
7,000 gallons of water. how much water Is that? you would have to dr
drIInk 130

there is no ideal spring
break; nothing is ever
perfect.

glasses every day for more than a year to get that much water

The ePA hAs found ThAT mAking PAP
PAPer
er from recycled mAT
ATeri
eriAAls resul
resulTTs in 74%
less Air Pollu
olluTTion And 35% less wAT
ATer
er Pollu
olluTTion. This me
meAAns ThAT every Ton
of recycled PAP
PAPer
er kee
keePPs Almos
lmosTT 60 Pounds of Pollu
olluTA
TAn
nTs ou
ouTT of The AT
ATmos
mosPPhere
ThAT would hAve been Produced if The PAP
PAPer
er hAd been mAnuf
nufAAcTured from virgin
resources.

More than a half-Million trees are used to produce the 88% of sunday
newspapers that are never recycled.

a spring break with no
sports.

EvEry ton of rEcycl
cyclEEd pap
papEEr sav
savEEs approximat
approximatEEly four barr
barrEEls of oil, 4200
kilowatt hours of EnErgy and Enough EnErgy to hEat and air-condition th
thEE
avEErag
av
ragEE north amErican hom
homEE for almost six months.

healthy mastication tips

teri
bingham

is a big Deal? check out this

PHoTo coUrTeSy of oLd-PIcTUre.coM
Charleston, South Carolina in 1865. After its
seccession in 1860, much of the city was left in
ruins.

what‘syour
idealspringbreak?

alisha
sladek

oPSU american government
Service Learning Project
students ask for help to

never be broken, except by me. Secessionist movements will be met by force.
Remember, Big Brother is watching you.”
In other news, an anonymous source
at the Pentagon has called The Collegian
several times, each time with the message
that “Soylent Green is people.” We’ll let you
know what that means if we can ever figure
it out.

hillary
sherwood

This won’t be like the last time; we’re in it to
win it.”
South Carolina has a poor record when
it comes to secession. In 1860, South Carolina seceded along with a number of other
states in protest to Washington’s abuse of
states’ rights and civil liberties. In recent
years, the federal government has made
many of the same mistakes, including
domestic spying programs and irrationally
high taxes. South Carolinians began pushing for secession several months ago after
the election of Barack Hussein Obama
to the presidency.
In Texas, actor Chuck Norris has
begun a campaign to promote secession there. A recent survey conducted
by the Society for A New Confederacy shows eighty-four percent of
Texans support succession. Norris
has explained that he would like to
run for President of Texas when the
state secedes and “takes its rightful
place once more as one of the great
republics of this Earth.”
President Obama has issued the
following statement: “No state will be
allowed to secede from the Union.
Once you join, you can’t leave. The
Constitution is a contract that can

olowofela
daniel

Governor Mark Sanford of South Carolina announced this morning that the State
Election Board has certified the results of
last week’s referendum on secession. South
Carolina’s voters were given the opportunity to vote on whether to remain in the
United States or, as it did once before, to
secede from the Union.
Voter turnout was at a record high, with
ninety-four percent of registered voters
making their way to the polls. Of those who
voted, seventy-one percent voted for secession. Following the vote, the South Carolina
General Assembly met today and voted
unanimously to secede from the Union.
Governor Sanford quickly approved the
measure, stating that, “it’s high time we sent
Washington a message. They’ve ignored us
for too long.”
Senator Jim DeMint, of Greenville, said
that he, “saw it coming. We’ve been telling
people for years that the South would rise
again but nobody believed us. They think
we’re a joke. But we’re serious.”
Pointing to the state’s military forces,
DeMint said South Carolina is more than
prepared for any federal retaliation. “Our
South Carolina State Guard has all the training and equipment they need to take on
that Yankee riff raff they’re sending our way.

Courtesy of healthymasticationtips.com

revisiting an important topic.

Put it in your mouth.
Swallow.

laying
aying on a beach with a
piña colada and a good
looking pool boy waiting on
me.

Repeat.
When you’re done, make clean up fun! Have
everyone who enjoyed some gather around the
sink and scrub away. Let the conversation flow so it
doesn’t get awkward.

kenann
matkin

Oh, but be sure to chew first! Totally forgot! Just
don’t get too caried away.

being
eing on a nice beach
somewhere.
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large snow
causes
incalculable
boredom

The Collegion
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david Šuto
sub-giant
Heavy snowfall this past
Thursday and friday made for
a terribly dull weekend; editor
thrown into existential funk.
goodwell, oklahoma - When it was announced
campus would be closed based solely on
the forecast, I feared what it might mean
for my weekend. I mean, even my Thursday
evening class was cancelled.
Sure enough, a late night movie marathon
Thursday had me waking up Friday to my
vehicle buried in snow. I’m a pansy man. I

PHoTo coUrTeSy of LaUra HayS It’s like The Day
After Tomorrow, except, the day after six days ago. I
think. Right? I failed maths.

wasn’t about to hoof it anywhere.
The lonely 48 hour void made me, at times,
question whether I mistook my pillow for a
marshmallow in my sleep.
So, to occupy my time, I actually did my
homework. The end.

throwaway
Jokes...
goodwell, oklahoma - While sadly pathetic,
they’re helpful.
In case you haven’t figured it out yet, as
I type this sentence, we’re 47 minutes
away from having to send this off for
publication.
We’re not made of extravagant wit.

long titles in
large fonts
take uP lots
of sPace which
is really nice
when you’re not
sure how to fill
said sPace

PHoTo coUrTeSy ofdawN HeMPHILL
Adrienne Kirkland shows off the socks
that she decorated with DVT prevention
reminders.

nurse
association
organizes
awareness
event
Dawn Hemphill, MS, RN
OSU-OKC, OPSU campus
Nursing Instructor
-Special to The Collegian
goodwell, oklahoma - Several OSU-OKC
Associate Degree Nursing students
took time out during Spring Break
to spread the word about deep vein
thrombosis prevention. The students,
who are members of OPSU’s Student
Nurse Association, gave a lunchtime
presentation at the No Man’s Land
Senior Citizen’s Center in Guymon on
Monday March 16th. Their a ctivity
was a part of Deep Vein Thrombosis
(DVT) Awareness Month. Denise Ball
gave an educational presentation
explaining how clots are formed, how they
can progress into heart attacks, strokes
or pulmonary emboli-all of which can be
fatal.
Over 2 million Americans are affected
annually by DVT. Just a few of the risk
factors that lead to the formation of DVT,
or blood clots, include smoking, sedentary
lifestyle, genetic predisposition, obesity,
recent joint replacement, fractures of the
hip, pelvis or leg. Those in attendance were
given handouts to screen themselves for
risk factors for DVT. The students then led
the seniors in a fun activity of creatively
decorating white tube socks with DVT
Awareness emblems, markers and craft
supplies. Some of the reminders chosen
for sock decorations included “Don’t cross
your knees”, “Get up and move every 2
hours”, etc…
The students are hopeful that their audience
will put these prevention techniques into
practice. Students who participated were
Denise Ball, Judy Austin, Chelsea Wilson,
Selene Garcia, Melissa King and Adrienne
Kirkland. For more information about risk
factors and preventive measures for deep
vein thrombosis, check out the www.
preventdvt.org website.

“Long titles in large
fonts take up lots
of space which is
really nice
when you’re
not sure how to fill

goodwell, oklahoma - We just may be on
the verge of a Pulitzer here, ladies and
gentlemen.

said space.”

Psychology club Quote of the week

“ordinary riches can be stolen, real riches cannot. in your soul are
infinitely precious things that cannot be taken from you. ”

oscar wilde
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Published by oklahoma Panhandle State University,
P.o. Box 430, goodwell, oK 73939. The collegian is
distributed on campus of oPSU every wednesday
during the fall and spring semester with the exceptions
of major holidays, finals, and breaks. all opinions
expressed in editorials are that of the writer and not
necessarily the opinion of the university.

Do you have an opinion or comment about something on campus? Is
there something we should know or an issue to be addressed? Write
your letter to the editor, e-mail it, or bring it by Muller Hall. Letters
must include writer’s name, signature, and phone number. Telephone
numbers will not be printed. The editor reserves the right to edit letters
for length, libelous statements, and personal attacks.

[ūr’in toun]
noun
1. A bad place. Urinetown is a mythical place filled with symbolism and
things like that. 2. An awful title. A bad title, such as Urinetown, can kill
a show pretty good. 3. A very funny show! You will need to come see
Urinetown to laugh till you pee.

Coming Soon

Random thoughts for random people
at 90 weapons per 100 civilians, the US has the
world’s highest rate of gun ownership, according to
the Small arms Survey 2007.
-

More than half of women in the
United States will not leave
their home without makeup
on.
-

In england, the Speaker of
the House is not allowed to
speak.
-

an earthquake on dec.
16, 1811 caused parts of
the Mississippi river to
flow backwards!
There are 400,000 credit
cards for every person in
the United States.
Venus is the only planet that rotates clockwise.
It takes approximately 12 hours for food to entirely
digest.
43.7% of all statistics are made up right on the
spot

courtesy of randomfunfacts.com

sPorts
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BaSeBall StandingS
1. texas Permian basin
21-7
2.
st.
mary’s
19-8
BLa BLa BLa Exero 01, 5555
3. incarnate word
17-8
4. st. edward's
19-9
5. newman
15-13
6. texas a&m international 9-19
7. lincoln
7-18
8. oklahoma Panhandle state 0-24

For the

Week

oF

mArCh 25

S o f t B a l l S t a n d i n g S newman BaSeBall winS 7 Straight/inCarnate word edgeS top Spot
1. st edward’s
incarnate word
3. st. mary’s
4. texas a&m international
5. lincoln
6. texas Permian basin
7. oklahoma Panhandle
8. newman

13-3
13-3
12-4
11-5
6-10
5-11
4-12
0-16

Super Bowl every other week?
formula 1
By Andres Belandria

one man’s thoughts on why you should trade in your diapers and tune in to f1.

How about turning your TV on for an
event that has more viewers than the Super
Bowl every other weekend for 8 months a
year. The sport: car racing. The category:
Formula 1. Yes, Formula 1 racing averages
over 250 million single viewers (that is TV
sets) for each Grand Prix. This amounts to a
calculation of about 1.2 billion individuals
watching a single Grand Prix at one point
in the race.
I know that American audiences are
not to be bothered with the intricacies of
good piloting, skills, and strategies; they
would rather watch a guy drive in circles
for three hours.
Some of the arguments I heard in the
past is that Indy and NASCAR have more
spectacular crashes. Okay, if this is an argument, then you have never seen an F1
crash. NASCAR cars are designed
to be sturdy, and weigh at

3

least 3,400 pounds, having all kinds of
safety features. An F1
machine, weighs only 600 pounds, is
designed to break on impact, and are open
wheel, meaning the drivers head will be
exposed.
Or how about NASCAR not racing
when it rains because it’s too dangerous?
Grow some stones. In my entire life, I’ve
only seen that happen once in F1, and it
was because a typhoon was crossing the
track, an F4 Typhoon crossing the circuit
(for those who don’t know, that is a hurricane over in the west Pacific).
On the speed side there is no comparison. The fastest ever speed for an F1 car in
race was 239 mph. Compare that to 212
mph in a qualifying session by a NASCAR
vehicle.
Then
take into consideration
that the driver of the F1
machine probably
had to pass
anoth-

oPsu rodeo - comin’ at ya!
ya!

er car and then stop to about 80 mph at
the end of the straight in order to take a
sharp right turn. He most likely submitted
his ceramic disk brakes (disk brakes were
first designed for F1, then introduced to
the general market) to an average 1,800
degrees.
I haven’t even mentioned strategy,
pre-race entertainment, exotic locations,
driving over bridges or in tunnels, top of
the line technology, and all the money. The
season just started last Sunday with a lot of
surprises, including a crash in the last lap
between the drivers in second and third
place. It’s not too late to join the rest of the
world and watch one of the most exciting
sporting events on the planet.

Courtesy of Laura Hays

Goodwell, Okla. — With spring comes one of the area’s most in second, less than 160 points separate them from the first place
family-friendly fun events, the annual Doc Gardner Memorial team. Rodeo fans can cheer on some of the best college rodeo
Rodeo. The four performances will be held in the Henry C. Hitch athletes in North America including Krista Johnson, last year’s
arena in Guymon on Thursday and Friday, April 2 and 3 at 7 p.m. breakaway roping co-champion at the College National Finals
plus Saturday, April 4 at 1 p.m. with the championship round Rodeo. See you at the rodeo!
scheduled for Saturday at 7 p.m.
All public school students get in free, and OPSU is offering
a fantastic deal on advance tickets for the adults – for just $5,
the public will be admitted to any or all of the 4 performances!
Tickets are on sale in Guymon at the Smart Style inside WalMart, Bank of the Panhandle, and PTCI; in Goodwell at 54
Gas ‘N Go; and in Texhoma at Texhoma Grocery. The advance
tickets will not be sold after Wednesday, April 1, and tickets at
the gate will be $10 each. All OPSU students, personnel, and
their families get in free.
Friday night’s performance will feature Tough Enough
to Wear Pink, an event used to raise money for breast cancer
research and to raise awareness of the illness that affects
millions of Americans. Fans are asked to wear pink that night
and participate in the 50/50 cash giveaway. OPSU personnel
will circulate through the stands during the performance,
asking for donations. Those participating will be entered
in a drawing to win 50% of the proceeds raised during the
performance and the other half will support the TETWP
program.
The Doc Gardner is one of 10 of this year’s National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association events in the Central Plains
Region. After six rodeos this season, the OPSU men’s team is
currently in first place in the Region and while the women are PHoTo coUrTeSy of daLe HIrScHMaN
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best albums of 2009 (so far)
Three months down, nine to go. after
lavishing company of Thieves with praise
last week, I thought I’d compile the best
albums to come my way in ‘09.

david suto
editor
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Avatar

PG-13
Sam Worthington
After a decade-long absence, James Cameron
makes his return with this groundbreaking, sci-fi
epic in real 3D.

A Confederacy of
Dunces

R
Will Ferrell, Lily Tomlin, Paul Rudd, Mos Def
Long said to be “unadaptable,” the film is already
garnering Best Picture buzz.

X-Men 4
coMPaNy of THIeVeS ORDiNARy RiCHES

PG-13
Hugh Jackman, Daniel Day Lewis,Patton Oswalt
Singer returns and makes amends for the horrid X3.

JaSoN ISBeLL & THe 400 UNIT JASON iSBELL & THE 400 uNiT

Veronica Mars
PG-13
Kristen Bell, Enrico Colantoni, Jason Dohring
Beloved cult series makes transition to big screen.

Oklahoma city u.s. census bureau

daN aUerBacHKEEP iT HiD

THe deceMBerISTS THE HAzARDS OF LOVE

help wanted

HIRING
1000’s!
$10+
(402) 254-9140

Retired, student, between
jobs, need part-time
work?

z

1-866-861-2010
www.2010censusjobs.gov

z

dvd releaSeS for marCh 31, 2009
wILLIaM eLLIoTT wHITMoreANiMALS iN THE DARK

PHoSPHoreSceNT TO WiLLiE

fallen angels
the bielski brothers
slumdog millionaire
ricky gervais: out of england
marley and me
an american in Paris (blu-ray)
seven Pounds
gigi (blu-ray)
leonard cohen – live in london
south Pacific (blu-ray)
the matrix (10th ae blu-ray)
ichi the killer (blu-ray)
the fugitive: s2, v2

BoN IVer BLOOD BANK (EP)

aNdrew BIrd NOBLE BEAST

equilibrium (blu-ray)
bedtime stories
the butterfly effect 3: revelations

HoNoraBLe MeNTIoNS: J. Tillman - Vacilando Territory Blues; Heartless Bastards - The
Mountain; AC Newman - Get Guilty; Asobi Seksu - Hush

seinfeld’s Pal
remembers
glory days
Melvin J. Vernal, Ph.D
-Special to The Collegian

In honor of april fools’ day, we
present an insider’s look at one
of the world’s most beloved
jokesters.

just say things have since cooled off a
bit. Jerome won’t publicly admit it (low
self-esteem runs rampant with these
farceurs, you know), but I beat him to the
punch-line with Ms. Branco. “More like
help me dodge a bullet!” Jerome is fond
of joking. Haha! Too true! Well, let’s see...
Ah, yes. The Veritas. It was still in the early
days, just prior to the TV razzle-dazzle
and the methamphetamine addictions.
Over a round of snowy Soviets, Jerry
blathered on about an idea for a television
situational comedy serial. Apparently, Mr.
Jefferson Zucker lost in a Vegas shuffle
to then-shipping peanut tycoon, Larry
David. Zucker was fresh out of blow, so

I recall meeting Jerry Seinfeld at
the Veritas Gentlemen’s Lounge
south of Albuquerque following
his routine at the Soldatski. In
fact, that very same night, I met
this fetching little courtesan,
Dolores Branco. She was in
the Fortuna room serving up
cocktails to a Pakistani circus
troupe. Our eyes converged
and the fireworks boomed. The
next ten months flashed by
with intense passion and our
concupiscence scaled the globe.
~What delight!~ We ventured
PHoTo coUrTeSy of SUPerMaNHoMePage.coM
the intoxicating Okavango
swamps of Botswana, toured the famed the pair settled upon a future TV pilot, an
Moselle vineyards of Luxembourg, and IOU...a rain check of sorts for the freebase.
explored the many municipalities of Since Jerry was obviously an excitable
upstate Pennsylvania. Regrettably, several young lad, the whole scene smelled like
years, three children, 110 sagging pounds, horse manure to me. Well, the deluge of
and $236,000 in alimony later, well, let’s alcohol-fueled debauchery continued late

Jim gaffigan: king baby

into the evening. Jerry and I exchanged
contact information upon our raid of the
local Albertson’s, and we parted ways.
Months passed. On February 11 of
‘89, a glorious year, I received a call in the
middle of the night from Mr. Seinfeld. He
was in tears, a complete mess. It was my
initial impression that I was either going
to have to post bail or help flush a body.
It turned out worse yet: his tears were
those of joy. Those fools at the Peacock
greenlit the show’s production. Now, Jerry
Seinfeld? I loved the boy, still do, but if his
vanilla, meandering stand-up was any
indication of the series’ quality, I feared the
abominable monstrosity that would be
unleashed on the
hapless American
p o p u l a c e .
Legendary
g r e e t i n g
card
prodigy,
Kristopher Green,
whose
darkly
humorous
yet
crass
social
commentary
found accolades
with the Jewish inset of Hollywood,
had what was
supposed
to
serve as NBC’s
flagship that season. It
featured a time-traveling mime guarding
his love interest, a blind-deaf-mute held
in the witness protection program, away
from east Detroit’s Moroccan mafia. The
logistics were fuzzy, for sure, but the series
fell through when Kris was charged with

attempted manslaughter after fleeing
from a ski-boating incident at Lake
Torchumunga. It later became popularized

PHoTo coUrTeSy of gUardIaN.co.UK

as ‘the case of the missing toe’ (adapted
into a captivating Lifetime movie-of-theweek starring Kip Humphrey, Anna-Gale
Levitz, and Ted the canine - marvelous).
So, Lady Luck called upon Jerome and
his retinue. Production was fast-tracked
and the show quickly became the toast of
the town. Jerome sat atop of the world!
Things only continued to soar, and the
rest, as they say, is history.
(Editor’s note: The preceding was all strictly
fictional...Merry April 1!)
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Carlton Cox
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Never Say
Never...
BLa BLa BLa

randiJones
staff writer
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humorous historical hoaxes
lolwut
sarahsweatt
staff writer

Stephanie Christie, once set to become
an accountant, now finds herself
pursuing an entirely different career
path thanks to the encouragement of
those around her.
The stories I have heard from my fellow
students over the last several months
have truly intrigued me. Hearing about
the things that the people I know claimed
they would never do has allowed me to
get to know them on a much deeper level.
It really is amazing to discover how often
people end up living lives that they never
thought they would. Carlton Cox proves
that he is no exception to that rule. His life
shines as an example of the different direction life may take following an unforeseen
event.
Many people around campus know Carl.
A boisterous guy
with a memorable
face and an equally memorable
laugh, Carl leaves
an impression on
anyone who takes
the time to sit and
talk with him. We
all know Carl as a
generous, humble
person who willing gives his time
and energy to
others. He spends
much of his time studying to get through
his last semester here at OPSU and also
helps his wife take care of the three foster
children they have been raising since July.
When he is not studying or spending valuable time with his family, this memorable
guy strives to teach others about the Word
of God.
Carl, a long way from where he dreamed
of being when he was younger, now jokes
that as a young boy his greatest goal was to
own a bar. Back then he focused all of his
time and energy on working hard, making
as much money as his time would allow,

and acquiring as much prestige as possible.
His focus all shifted in July of 1997.
On July 20, 1997, Carl and his wife
endured the death of their 3 year-old-son
who drowned in a pool. The loss greatly
affected Carl and he spent the next three
years of his life using drugs and alcohol
to get from one day to the next. But in
December of 2000, Carl realized that God
wanted and expected more from him.
Feeling that God had much more in store
for him, this distraught man crawled out of
the life he was living and started to create
a new way.
The devastating incident made him realize that the money and prestige of work
were not worth the time invested in them.
Carl realized the people around him are the
only worthy investment in life. Carl focused
on reading the Bible and even jumped into
investing in others
as a youth pastor for
about four years.

Feeling that God had
much more in store for
him, this distraught man
was able to crawl out of
the life he was living and
start creating a new way.

Carl has a busy
year ahead of him,
full of challenges he
thought he would
never conquer. In
April, Carl and his
wife will adopt the
two boys and one
girl who have been
living with him since
July. After completing his degree in May, he plans to move
to Clarendon to continue his teaching at
a church that he has played a crucial role
in building. This ambitious Christian also
looks forward to putting his college knowledge into use by teaching high school students.
Carl’s story is one of great triumph and
inspiration, and it just goes to show that
one should never say never.

The origins of April Fools’ Day are uncertain. Many accounts relating to the heritage
of April Fools’ Day trace back to issues dealing with calendars and the celebrating of
summer early. However, one component of April Fools’ Day is simple: people have been
pranking for numerous years. In some countries, pranking is only allowed before noon
on April 1st, and if this unwritten rule is violated, the late pranker is considered to be an
“April fool.” However, in the United States, as we all know, the art of trickery is allowed
and encouraged the entire 24 hours of April first which has led to many great pranks
over the years.
One great prank in 1957 was put on by the news show Panorama. The show announced
that after a mild winter, Swedish farmers were growing spaghetti noodles on trees. After
this knowledge was publicized, the show received many calls from curious viewers inquiring on how to grow their own spaghetti. Another comedic April Fools’ prank was fabricated by Sports Illustrated; writer George Plimpton broke a story containing exhilarating
news for Mets fans. The story told of pitching extraordinaire, Sidd Finch, who had never
played the game of
baseball due to living
at a Tibetan
monastery but
could throw
a pitch at a
whopping
168 MPH and
planned
to play for
the Mets.
Mets fans
w e r e
s o o n
disappointed
a f te r
finding
out that
Sidd Finch
w a s
a mere
fabrication. How
about
f u n n y
fast food
frauds? In
1996, Taco
Bell made
a statement
claiming they
had bought the Liberty Bell and had
changed the name to the Taco Liberty Bell. Of course, Americans were enraged at this
upheaval of sentimental history. A few hours later, all was well when Taco Bell announced
that it was just a joke. White House press secretary made a humorous comment about
the ordeal stating, “The Lincoln Memorial had also been sold. It would now be known as
the Ford Lincoln Mercury Memorial.” In 1998, Burger King looked to fulfill their hunger
for laughs by placing an ad in USA Today for a “left-handed whopper.” This invention was
created for lefties by rotating the condiments on the whopper 180 degrees for dripping
purposes. After many customers rushed to Burger King to request this burger innovation,
Burger King exclaimed, “April Fools’!”
No matter the roots of April Fools’ Day, some sort of foolery is a must on April 1st.
From humongous hoaxes to simple swindles, don’t be tricked into missing the laughs to
be had on this day of pure practical pranks.
Source: www.museumofhoaxes.com

Cour tesy of WebSudoku.com

B e S t a p r i l fo o l S p r a n k S
Cour tesy of KidzWorld.com
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IT’S a great way to scare the roomates. If your milk comes in a cardboard
container, splash in a couple of drops of food coloring. It’s a safe way to alarm
your friends.
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yeS, we understand it’s a bit juvenile, but
isn’t that what April Fools Day is all about?
Switching the ketchup with mustard or the
salt with pepper is simple, yet reactions will
come no matter what. It seems safe enough,
although you may want to make sure no one
in the house is allergic to either of the items.
There’s nothing like

I THINK we would all agree that there is nothing that
is more annoying than trying to find that last quarter
for laundry or five cents for the vending machine when
you haven’t eaten all day. It’s a completely harmless
joke, although you may tick some people off. Superglue
some coins to the sidewalk and watch how desperate
people can get!

e
answer th!
Phone

wHILe yoUr friend is away, go ahead and snag their cell phone. Make sure the ringer
is on loud and grab some duct tape and tape it to the bottom of the desk. It will drive
them crazy looking for it!
aNSwer aLL questions with a question, preferably one on a totally
different subject.
STIcK a post-it note under your friend’s mouse so that the paper leaf
LeaVe THe
newspaper
covers the mouse.
open to an ad for plastic surSwITcH their dresser drawers around.
gery.

y these
r
t
n
u
f
r
o
f

SwITcH THe bags around in cereal boxes (open up the Cheerios

and out comes Lucky Charms!).

SwITcH THe “Pull” and “Push” signs on a set of doors. Watch as people get confused trying to open

the doors.

oPinion/editorial
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voice for the
silenced
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Mosques
and
Morality

sarahsweatt
staff writer
The United States’ society, along with its
norms, has, over the years, become inherently intertwined with that of the Muslim
religion. Most Americans are well aware
of the religious practices of Islam, but
for Muslim women, how truly different is
American life from the lives of their native
country?
Even though it may be 2009, in Saudi
Arabia, women are forbidden to drive cars
or maintain a passport. In present day
Afghanistan and Pakistan, it is extremely
difficult for women to attend school or
even leave their house without a male
escort. In these countries, women’s rights
are extremely scarce, which is the opposite
of the situation in America. The transition
between no rights to overflowing rights
can indeed be a difficult conversion. An

“No matter your view on
religious tolerance or
intolerance, violence
should never be accepted
regardless of your religion,
race, or heritage.”
article posted on FOXNews.com states, “Life
for Muslim women in the U.S. is so different that they say they’re not sure whether
to accept the sudden opportunities they
have here, or reject them for fear that it
doesn’t fit within their religious followings.”
According to this article, one of the hardest
changes for these women to accept is inde-

pendence. Like many religions, Islam recognizes men as the head of the household;
however, where Islam differs from other
religions is the consequences suffered if
this ideal is not completely fulfilled. In February, a Muslim woman was found decapitated in her house after complaining about
domestic violence to the police. Muslim
religious leaders claim that domestic violence is prominent in every religion and
society; however, one Muslim woman says,
“The typical Muslim man, they always are
very overprotective, they’re very controlling over the women. They’re not allowed
to do this, they’re not allowed to do that.”
Whether this statement is completely accurate or not, America has and will continue
to be a place of refuge for those obstructed
of personal freedoms.
No matter your view on religious tolerance or intolerance, violence should never
be accepted regardless of your religion,
race, or heritage. We as a country pride
ourselves in equality even though it is
occasionally distorted. The women of the
Muslim religion should not be excluded
from the realm of justice when it comes to
simply living their lives.

go, fight, win!

In response to february 25th’s “we Suck again, wait, what?” by rachael Beck, Staff writer.
Alisha Jannelli-Special to The Collegian

I want to start off by saying I absolutely LOVE the
new layout of the collegian. I am also happy to see news
articles from around the world, not just pertaining to
OPSU. Definitely keep up the good work.
My complaint, however, is that I find some of the
articles, especially those involving politics, to be very
biased. Though the latest issue is not too bad, some
of the previous ones have been. Maybe the issue has
already been addressed, but if not I wanted to bring
it up. I realize it is nearly impossible to write a piece
completely bias-free, but I think a little more effort
should be put forth.
I also wanted to respond to “We Suck Again, Wait,
What?” It is no secret that OPSU athletics are not the
best right now, and it is true that maybe some of
the athletes need a little wake-up call. But what the heck ever
happened to school pride?? And I’m
not just talking about the article. As a cheerleader, I am at every
single game, even the ones when we do not cheer, and I can not
tell you the countless amount of times that our team has been
WINNING and the crowd still acts as if they do not care. How many
people wear our school colors to games? How many people
stand up for the school song? How many people even so much
as clap when we score? It takes a lot of talent to go out and win
games, yes, but who wants to win if no one even cares? Of course,
sometimes it seems pointless to cheer on your team when your
losing by double digits, but how many football and basketball

continental
instability
martin kiruri
staff writer

An interesting wind has been blowing the
last two years, making this year a promising 12 months. The last presidential death
Africa witnessed was in February 2005 when
Togo’s ailing dictator passed on; we as Africans clapped and said, “We are ‘blessed’ with
the VIP death,” because in Africa, the only
dictators to die in office are the ones who
are murdered by soldiers during a coup or
slaughtered by rebels as what happened in
Liberia during Samuel Doe’s reign in September of 1990.
To emancipate themselves, rebels convened on the capital in Monrovia; Doe, who
was holed up in the state house, left too late
to make his escape. There are conflicting
accounts of what happened, but a popular
version goes that, with rebels knocking at

games were we close, tied, or even winning at half time? Those
are the games people should be the loudest and yet our guys and
girls come out to a nearly silent crowd. So for everyone who has
ever gone to a game and just sat there staring idly, you have no
right to complain. For every person who has just sat in their seat
during
our school song, you are part of the problem. I’m not saying
every person should come out with their faces painted, yelling
and screaming (though I would prefer it), but clap when the team
scores. Yell with us when we’re yelling defense. Get on your feet
when the team runs out. Have some fun and show our athletes we
support them rather than dissing them for their win-loss record
and maybe, just maybe, we’ll see a few more W’s.

the gate, Doe finally decided to take off.
However, the soldiers who were with him
at state house told him he must flee with
them which hindered his getaway.
So, it was then the brutal rebel leader,
Prince Y Johnson, took over the capitol to
find Doe still there. Doe died a most terrible
death; the rebels cut him to pieces on the
kitchen floor as Johnson enjoyed a beer.
So, in Africa, as the natural death of leaders
becomes more common, it will no longer
be a crime to speculate or report when the
president might expire.
This in turn means that we are likely to
see more Africans states treating the issues
of succession planning, which is still off
limits in some countries, with the seriousness it deserves.
Guinea’s case is even worse. The country’s ruling party of unity and progress was
brushed aside by the military. The soldiers
“took back” the power and installed one of
their own captains as the president.
The situation in Africa, to sum up, is so
complex even dead presidents are still
quite influential, particularly if they have a

prestigious place in a country’s history as
with Julius Nyerere of Tanzania. It’s been
more than 20 years since he stepped down
from power and 10 years after his death.
The idea is that Nyerere holds such revered
place in Tanzania history, his memory is
what keeps loyalty to the party he built
intact.
How did Africa come to this? First, this
seems to be the case in most countries with
dominant military parties (parties formed
by soldiers who took power in a coup). But
even countries without a history of military
rule or armed rebellions see the same pattern; the reason, then, is obvious: lack of
Democratic controls. In Ghana, after having
a clean first round of presidential elections,
second round votes have come under
question. Election turbulence in Kenya
led to the massive bloodshed of innocent
voters even in the wake of a clear election
victory. It seems, regrettably, any party that
takes power in Africa abuses it.

aggie Peers are Back!

The OPSU Aggie Peers are back in business. Peer Educators are dedicated to
informing their peers about healthy lifestyle choices and making responsible
decisions. Topics include drinking responsibly, safe sex, STDs, eating
disorders and other health issues that confront college students on campuses
everywhere. OPSU currently has 10 certified Peer Educators who have been
trained in the skills needed by all peer educators to:
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• understand the basics of prevention regardless of a particular health
specialty
• become a caring helper to others
• provide awareness on health and safety risks
• make referrals of students at risk to professionals
• conduct educational programs and events
• increase their leadership abilities
• increase awareness of personal wellness
• teach team building
Aggie Peers will be available for students who need someone to talk to
about homesickness, relationship issues, academic problems or any of the
other troubles that college students find themselves facing. They are NOT
counselors, but your peers who have been trained in active listening and
being a caring helper. Their office is located in Hamilton Hall, Room 310 and
the hours are posted outside the door. Take advantage of having someone to
talk to when you feel the need.
Aggie Peers will also be doing educational programming throughout the
semesters. Programming may include skits, games, educational presentations
or just passing out literature regarding health issues faced by college
students.
Watch for us! Your healthy life is our concern!

Your
Fool’s Day Predictions!
Courtesy of Horoscope.com
aaries
ries

plans and efforts may well unravel to an extent today. your best
strategy is to aim for damage limitation, which means that if any
apparent blunder or glitch is down to you, then admit it. don’t
pass the buck, because eventually someone will add two and two
and make four!

taurus

money matters will continue to dominate today, but it’s not all
bad news, because there may be some incoming information
that offers a fresh or new incentive to start saving from now.
perhaps travel will be a part of that incentive. however, don’t
commit yet to whatever will spur you on!

gemini

you may well need to face up to a couple of minor but
uncomfortable truths today. if nothing else, you will be able to
rely on a friend to tell it like it is. by the same token, you may not
appreciate a blunt or plain-spoken message, but this should be
regarded as advice rather than criticism!

cancer

shifting influences will be subtle today and the onus will be on
you to zone in on a specific problem once it has been identified
correctly. the planets suggest that some link to emotional matters
is a part of it: uncertain or unsettled feelings may need to be
clarified, or at least acknowledged!

leo

there’s a fair bit of tension in the air today, taking the form
of straightforward choices, such as: do you follow your heart
or your head? do you listen to friends or pay more heed to
colleagues? striving for perfection may be a part of the problem.
relieve the pressure, for you and for others!

virgo

CLASS SCHEDULE ERRATA SHEET
(Revisions)
26 March 2009

you’re likely to be rather inflexible today, and others may find
you a little hard to work with. it is more than possible that you’ll
be ahead of the curve, while others can’t seem to grasp the finer
points. as frustrating as this is, being patient and understanding
will be a preferable strategy!

Summer 2009
English - ENGL
Ref#
10059
10061

Dept/Crs# Sec#
ENGL 1213 001
ENGL 3023 001

Humanities - HUM
Ref#
Dept/Crs# Sec#
10060
HUM 2333 001

Title
Hrs
FRESHMAN ENGLISH II 3
TECHNICAL WRITING 3

Time Days Bldg Room
ONLINE – 6 WEEKS
ONLINE – 8 WEEKS

Instructor
LEWIS C
LEWIS C

Title
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

Time Days Bldg Room
ONLINE – 6 WEEKS

Instructor
LEWIS C

Hrs
3

Corral
drive-in
TheaTer

libra

no one can be accused of giving you a relaxed, hassle-free day,
today! demands are likely to pile up from all quarters, turning you
into an agony-aunt figure. Others may seek emotional guidance;
practical advice and answers to work-related issues. keep your
cool and do what you can!

scorpio

a pluto/moon combination brings with it a rather prickly mood.
don’t argue for the sake of arguing today: maybe it will be best
if you indulge in a little ‘me-time’ too. you may feel the urge
to deliver one or two sharp home-truths, but this won’t help
anyone, least of all you!

sagittarius

it could be that you have a crisis of confidence today: a work/
school matter may undermine your efforts. however, if you
don’t actively seek approval for your achievements and don’t
worry about what other people might be thinking or doing,
you should find that the pressure eases!

capricorn

926 Sw Hwy 54 guymon, oK 73942

prickly influences are likely to cause unnecessary tensions
in your personal relationships. romance could feel strained.
attached goats might want to consider arranging a romantic
evening for two, while singles might benefit from postponing
any hot dates until tomorrow!

580-338-drIV(3748)

aquarius

oPening aPril 3 !
the curious case of
benjamin button
monsters
vs.
aliens
$6.00 adults $4.00 Kids
rd

a slightly edgy mood should be blamed on lunar influences
rather than on any specific individual. try to recognize what
the day has to offer, rather than focusing on what may be
lacking. an optimistic approach will serve you well today;
by the same token, a negative one could result in a missed
opportunity!

Pisces

lunar influences suggest that you may not be entirely shrewd
or sensible when it comes to work/school related matters and
spending money, today. it will help to develop a little self
discipline. a friend with their feet on the ground may offer help,
but try not to take advantage!

wait! iS Something wrong with thiS week’S collegian?

DRIVE IN THEATER
SHOWTIMES

580-338-DRIV

Eric & Alka Lammes, Owners
926 SW Hwy 54
Guymon, Ok 73942
$1.00 80oz popcorn with a valid student id, double
feature two movies for the Price of one.

w w w. c o r r a l d r i v e i n . c o m
l o o k

f o r t h e

Perhaps you thought that we had a few slip ups? Perhaps
you were right! be the first one to enter all the corrections by
sunday, april 5, and recieve two free tickets to the new corral
drive-in theater! there’s 20 of ‘em (at least) so get to lookin!
11. _______________
1. _______________
12. _______________
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3. _______________
14. _______________
4. _______________
15. _______________
5. _______________
6. _______________ 16. _______________
7. _______________ 17. _______________
8. _______________ 18. _______________
9. _______________ 19. _______________
10. _______________ 20. _______________
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